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Using data samples collected by the BESIII detector operating at the BEPCII storage ring, we
measure the e+e− → K0SK±pi∓ Born cross sections at center-of-mass energies between 3.8 and
4.6 GeV, corresponding to a luminosity of about 5.0 fb−1. The results are compatible with the
BABAR measurements, but with the precision significantly improved. A simple 1/sn dependence
for the continuum process can describe the measured cross sections, but a better fit is obtained by
an additional resonance near 4.2 GeV, which could be an excited charmonium or a charmonium-like
state.
PACS numbers: 13.66.Bc, 13.25.Gv
I. INTRODUCTION
The charmonium-like state Y (4260) was first observed
in the initial state radiation (ISR) process, e+e− →
γISRpi
+pi−J/ψ, by BABAR [1], and later confirmed by
the CLEO [2] and Belle [3] experiments. In 2016, a res-
onant structure, the Y (4220), was observed in the pro-
cess e+e− → pi+pi−hc by the BESIII collaboration [4].
At the same time, BESIII reported a precise measure-
ment of the e+e− → pi+pi−J/ψ cross sections in the
center-of-mass (c.m.) energy region from 3.77 to 4.60
GeV [5], where it found the Y (4260) to have a mass
of (4222.0 ± 3.1 ± 1.4) MeV/c2 and a width of (44.1 ±
4.3 ± 2.0) MeV, in good agreement with the Y (4220)
observed in e+e− → pi+pi−hc [4]. Given the similar
masses and widths, they may be the same particle, de-
noted thereafter as Y (4220/4260). Since Y (4220/4260)
is produced in e+e− annihilation, its quantum numbers
must be JPC = 1−−. However, Y (4220/4260) seems
to have rather different properties compared with the
known charmonium states with JPC = 1−− in the same
mass region, such as ψ(4040), ψ(4160) and ψ(4415) [6–
8]. Although above DD¯ production threshold, the
Y (4220/4260) has strong coupling to the pi+pi−J/ψ fi-
nal state, instead of the D(∗)D¯(∗) final state [9]. Such
a strong coupling to a hidden-charm final state suggests
that the Y (4220/4260) is a non-conventional cc¯ meson.
Various scenarios have been proposed, which interpret
the Y (4220/4260) as a tetraquark state, hybrid state,
molecular state, or dynamical effect [10–14], but all need
to be tested with experimental data. Most previous stud-
ies of the Y (4220/4260) are based on hadronic transi-
tions. The CLEO experiment investigated 16 charmoni-
um and light hadron decay modes based on 13.2 pb−1 of
e+e− data collected at c.m. energy of
√
s = 4.260 GeV,
but only a few decay modes had significance greater than
3σ [15]. The BABAR collaboration has measured the
cross section of e+e− → K0SK±pi∓ [16] with the ISR pro-
cess and found an excess around
√
s = 4.2 GeV, which is
very close to the ψ(4160) and Y (4220/4260). Analyzing
this process with a larger data sample provides higher
precision and more information on Y (4220/4260) decays
to light hadrons.
In this paper, we report measurements of the e+e− →
K0SK
+pi−, K0S → pi+pi− Born cross section at c.m. ener-
gies from 3.8 to 4.6 GeV. The charge conjugate decays to
K0SK
−pi+ are included in this analysis. The correspond-
ing c.m. energies [17] and the integrated luminosities [18]
of all the data samples used in this paper are summarized
in Table I.
II. DETECTOR AND MONTE-CARLO
SIMULATION
The BESIII detector [19] at the BEPCII collider [20] is
a large solid-angle magnetic spectrometer with a geomet-
rical acceptance of 93% of 4pi. It has four main compo-
nents: 1) A small-cell, helium-based (60% He, 40% C3H8)
multilayer drift chamber (MDC) with 43 layers provid-
ing an average single-hit resolution of 135µm, a charged-
particle momentum resolution in a 1.0 T magnetic field of
0.5% at 1.0 GeV/c and a dE/dx resolution better than
6%; 2) A time-of-flight system (TOF) constructed of 5
cm thick plastic scintillator, with 176 detectors of 2.4 m
length in two layers in the barrel and 96 fan-shaped de-
tectors in the end-caps. The barrel (end-cap) time res-
olution of 80 ps (110 ps) provides a 2σ K/pi separation
for momenta up to ∼ 1.0 GeV/c; 3) An electromagnetic
calorimeter (EMC) consisting of 6240 CsI(Tl) crystals in
a cylindrical structure (barrel) and two end-caps. The
energy and the position resolutions for 1.0 GeV photon
are 2.5% (5%) and 6 mm (9 mm) in the barrel (end-caps),
respectively; 4) A muon system (MUC) consisting of re-
sistive plate chambers in nine barrel and eight end-cap
layers, which provides a 2 cm position resolution.
To study the backgrounds and determine the detec-
tion efficiencies, a geant4-based [21] Monte-Carlo (MC)
simulation package is used, which includes the geometric
and material description of the BESIII detector, the de-
tector response, and the digitization models, as well as
the detector running conditions and performance. Signal
MC samples of e+e− → K0SK+pi− are generated with
phase space (PHSP) distributions with evtgen [22, 23],
which includes ISR effects [24]. The PHSP signal MC
samples are reweighted according to the results from the
4TABLE I. The measured e+e− → K0SK+pi− Born cross sections. Shown in the table are the integrated luminosities L, the
numbers of events in the signal region Nobs, the numbers of estimated background events Nbkg, the signal yields N sig =
Nobs−Nbkg, the detection efficiencies , the ISR correction factors (1+δISR), the vacuum polarization correction factors 1|1−Π|2
and the measured Born cross sections σB . The first uncertainty on the cross section is statistical and the second systematic.
√
s (GeV) L (pb−1) Nobs Nbkg N sig ε (%) (1 + δISR) 1|1−Π|2 σB(pb)
3.808 50.1 151 0.0 151.0 26.4 0.901 1.054 17.38±1.41 ± 0.77
3.896 52.6 92 1.0 91.0 28.1 0.847 1.047 10.05±1.07 ± 0.44
4.008 480.5 795 11.8 783.2 28.8 0.844 1.043 9.29 ±0.34 ± 0.41
4.086 52.4 78 3.0 75.0 27.1 0.843 1.052 8.62 ±1.04 ± 0.38
4.189 43.1 70 1.0 69.0 27.8 0.840 1.056 9.39 ±1.15 ± 0.41
4.208 54.3 71 1.0 70.0 27.1 0.840 1.057 7.75 ±0.94 ± 0.34
4.217 54.2 80 2.0 78.0 27.8 0.840 1.057 8.43 ±0.98 ± 0.37
4.226 1041.6 1343 25.3 1317.7 26.9 0.840 1.056 7.67 ±0.22 ± 0.34
4.242 55.5 70 4.0 66.0 26.4 0.839 1.056 7.35 ±0.96 ± 0.32
4.258 825.7 960 18.8 941.2 26.9 0.839 1.052 6.94 ±0.23 ± 0.31
4.308 45.3 40 1.0 39.0 26.5 0.838 1.054 5.32 ±0.87 ± 0.23
4.358 541.4 538 19.5 518.5 26.4 0.837 1.051 5.97 ±0.27 ± 0.26
4.387 55.3 54 4.0 50.0 26.7 0.836 1.051 5.58 ±0.85 ± 0.25
4.416 1029.6 949 20.8 928.2 27.0 0.836 1.053 5.49 ±0.18 ± 0.24
4.600 566.9 395 16.4 378.6 25.8 0.832 1.054 4.27 ±0.23 ± 0.19
partial wave analysis (PWA) presented later in the pa-
per. For the ISR calculation, the e+e− → K0SK+pi−
Born cross-section results from BABAR [16] are taken as
the initial input, and the energy of the ISR photon is
required to be less than 0.1 GeV since the events with
large energy ISR photons cannot survive the event selec-
tion. For the background study, an inclusive MC sample
with integrated luminosity equivalent to data is generat-
ed, including open charm, low-mass vector charmonium
states produced by ISR, continuum light quark states,
and other quantum electrodynamics (QED) processes.
The known decay modes of the charmonium states are
produced with evtgen [22, 23] according to the world
average branching fraction (BF) values from the Particle
Data Group (PDG) [25], while the unknown decay modes
are generated with the lundcharm generator [26].
III. DATA ANALYSIS
The signal candidates of the e+e− → K0SK+pi− pro-
cess are selected by requiring a K0S candidate and a kaon
and pion pair with a net charge of zero.
The charged kaon and pion candidates, reconstructed
using hits in the MDC, are required to be within the polar
angle range | cos θ| < 0.93 and pass within a cylindrical
region extending ±10 cm from the average interaction
point (IP) of each run along the beam direction and with
a 1 cm radius perpendicular to the beam direction. The
time information from the TOF and the ionization mea-
sured in the MDC (dE/dx) are combined to calculate
particle identification (PID) confidence levels (C.L.) for
the K and pi hypotheses, and the particle type with the
highest C.L. is assigned to each track. An identified kaon
and an identified pion with opposite electric charge are
required.
The K0S candidate is reconstructed with a pair of op-
positely charged tracks, which are assumed to be pions.
Their distances of closest approach to the IP must be
within 25 cm and 20 cm along the beam direction and
in the transverse plane, respectively. Then primary and
secondary vertex fits [27] are performed, and the decay
length of the secondary vertex is required to be greater
than twice its uncertainty. The invariant mass of pi+pi−,
mpi+pi− , must satisfy |mpi+pi− −MK0S | < 0.020 GeV/c2,
where MK0S is the world average of the K
0
S mass [25].
To suppress the background from photon conversion, the
pions from the K0S decay must satisfy E/P c< 0.8, where
E and P are the energy deposited in the EMC and the
momentum measured in the MDC, respectively. If there
are multiple K0S candidates in an event, the one with the
smallest χ2 of the secondary vertex fit is taken.
To improve the momentum resolution and suppress
background, a four constraint (4C) kinematic fit is per-
formed by imposing energy-momentum conservation un-
der the e+e− → K0SK+pi− hypothesis, and its chi-square
is required to be less than 40.
After all the event selection criteria are applied, the
inclusive MC sample shows that the surviving back-
ground is found to be mainly from processes with 1)
four charged tracks in the final state, e.g., e+e− →
K+K−pi+pi−, due to particle misidentification between
the kaon and pion and 2) a radiative photon, e.g.,
e+e− → γe+e−, which converts into an electron-positron
pair and the electron and positron are misidentified
as a pion and a kaon. The signal yields, N sig, are
obtained by counting the events in the signal region
|mpi+pi− − MK0S | < 0.020 GeV and the number of re-
maining background events, Nbkg, is evaluated using
the events in the sideband regions, which are defined as
5mpi+pi− ∈ (0.435, 0.455)∪(0.545, 0.565) GeV/c2, as shown
in Fig. 1. In the sideband region, there is still a small
contribution from signal events, which is estimated with
signal MC simulation and subtracted in the estimation
of backgrounds.
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FIG. 1. (Color online) The distribution of the pi+pi− invariant
mass for the data at
√
s = 4.226 GeV. The black dots with
error bars are data, and the red histogram is background es-
timated from MC simulation. The blue arrows denote the
sideband regions and green arrows shows the signal regions.
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FIG. 2. The Dalitz plots of e+e− → K0SK+pi− for the data at√
s = 4.226 GeV. The top plot is data and the bottom one is
MC simulation generated with the amplitude analysis results.
Figure 2 (top) shows the Dalitz plot of the selected
events at c.m. energy
√
s = 4.226 GeV. Two verti-
cal bands, corresponding to the neutral K∗(892) and
K∗2 (1430) decaying into K
±pi∓, and a horizontal band,
corresponding to the charged K∗2 (1430) decaying into
K0Spi
±, are observed. There are also diagonal bands cor-
responding to the intermediate states, e.g. a2(1320)
± and
excited ρ± with high mass, decaying into K0SK
±. In or-
der to obtain the detection efficiencies, PWAs are per-
formed on the K0SKpi system at different c.m. energy
points. The contributions of PHSP and possible inter-
mediate states in the K0Spi, Kpi and K
0
SK systems, in-
cluding K∗(892), K∗2 (1430), K
∗
3 (1780), a2(1320), ρ(1700)
and ρ(2150), are taken into account. In the PWAs, these
intermediate states are described with relativistic Breit-
Wigner (BW) functions with their masses and widths
fixed to the world averages [25]. The amplitudes for
the subsequent two body decays are constructed with
the covariant helicity method [28, 29]. For a particle
decaying into a two-body final state, i.e. A(J,m) →
B(s, λ)C(σ, ν), its helicity amplitude F Jλ,ν [28, 29] is
F Jλ,ν =
∑
LS
√
2L+ 1
2J + 1
gLS〈LαSδ|Jδ〉〈sλσ − ν|Sδ〉rL BL(r)
BL(r0)
,
(1)
where J , s, and σ are the spins of A, B, and C, respec-
tively; m, λ, and ν are their helicities, respectively; L
and S are the total orbital angular momentum and spin
of AB system, respectively; α = 0; δ = λ − ν; gLS is
the coupling constant in the L− S coupling scheme; the
angular brackets denote Clebsch-Gordan coefficients; r is
the magnitude of the momentum difference between the
two final state particles in their mother’s rest frame (
r0 corresponds to the momentum difference at the nom-
inal mass of the resonance); and BL is the barrier fac-
tor [30]. The magnitudes and relative phases of complex
coupling constants gLS are determined by an unbinned
maximum likelihood fit to data with minuit [31], and the
effect of backgrounds is subtracted from the likelihood as
described in Ref. [32]. Figure 3 shows the fit results for
the invariant mass distributions of Kpi, K0Spi, and K
0
SK,
as well as the polar angle distributions of pi, K, and K0S
at
√
s = 4.226 GeV, where good agreement with data is
seen. The situation of other data sets are similar. Then
the detection efficiency  is obtained by reweighting the
signal PHSP MC sample of e+e− → K0SK+pi− with the
fitted PWA amplitude,
 =
∑NobsMC
i=1 |Ai|2∑NgenMC
i=1 |Ai|2
, (2)
where NgenMC and N
obs
MC are the numbers of generated MC
events and those passing the event selection, respectively,
and Ai is the total amplitude of the ith event.
The Born cross sections are calculated with
σB =
N sig
L × B × × (1 + δISR)× 1|1−Π|2
, (3)
where N sig is the signal yield with the subtraction of the
background contribution, L is the integrated luminosity,
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FIG. 3. (Color online) Comparisons between data and MC simulation at
√
s = 4.226 GeV. The plots (a)-(c) are the invariant
mass of Kpi, K0Spi and K
0
SK, and the plots (d)-(f) are the polar angle distributions of pi, K and K
0
S , respectively. Dots with
error bars are data, and the red histograms are the MC projections from the amplitude analysis results.
B is the BF of the decay K0S → pi+pi−,  is the detection
efficiency obtained by incorporating the PWA results as
described above, (1 + δISR) is the ISR correction factor,
and 1|1−Π|2 is the vacuum polarization factor, which is
taken from Ref. [33]. The ISR correction factor is ob-
tained with
1 + δISR =
σobs(s)
σB(s)
=
∫
σB(s(1− x))F (x, s) dx
σB(s)
, (4)
where σobs is the observed cross section, s is the square
of c.m. energy, x is the fraction of the beam energy tak-
en by the radiative photon, and F (x, s) is the radiator
function [24]. To get the correct ISR photon energy dis-
tribution, the cross section of e+e− → K0SK±pi∓ mea-
sured by BABAR [16] is taken as the input to get the
initial ISR correction factor and cross section, the latter
is added to re-calculate the ISR correction factor. We re-
peat this process till both the ISR correction factors and
cross section converge. The measured Born cross sections
for the individual c.m. energy points are summarized in
Table I, as well as other quantities used to calculate the
Born cross section. A comparison of the Born cross sec-
tions between our measurement and BABAR’s results
in the c.m. energy region
√
s = 3.800 ∼ 4.660 GeV is
shown in Fig. 4. The measured cross sections agree with
but are of much higher precision than those obtained by
BABAR [16].
The e+e− → K0SK+pi− Born cross sections of this
work are fitted with a 1/sn function. BABAR’s [16] re-
sults have large uncertainties above 3.8 GeV, so they
are not included. In addition, the data point at around
3.8 GeV is not used in the fit, since an attempt to fit
the cross section around this energy should consider the
contribution from ψ(3770). There is only one data point
close to the ψ(3770) peak, which is insufficient to con-
strain the parameters associated with ψ(3770). The cor-
relations among different data points are considered in
the fit, with the chi-square function constructed as Eq. 5,
which is minimized by minuit [31],
χ2 =
∑
i
(σBi − h · σfitBi)2
δ2i
+
(h− 1)2
δ2c
. (5)
Here, σBi and σ
fit
Bi
are the measured and fitted Born cross
sections of the ith energy point, respectively; δi is the
independent part of the total uncertainty, which includes
the statistical uncertainty and the uncorrelated part of
the systematic uncertainty (the details are in Sec. IV);
δc is the correlated part of the systematic uncertainty,
which will be described in detail in the next section; and
h is a free parameter introduced to take into account
the correlations. Figure 5(a) shows the fit result with
a goodness-of-the-fit of χ2/NDF = 11.2/12, where the
solid curve shows the continuum process. A better fit
is obtained by using the coherent sum of the continuum
and the ψ(4160) or Y (4220) amplitude (the two closest
states around the excess of the cross section). The fit
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FIG. 4. (Color online) The e+e− → K0SK+pi− Born cross sections as a function of
√
s (red dots) together with the previous
results from the BABAR experiment [16] (blue triangles). Both statistical and systematic uncertainties are included.
function used is
σ =
∣∣∣∣∣∣
√
fcon
sn
+ eiφ
√
12piΓe+e−BK0SKpiΓ
s−M2 + iMΓ
∣∣∣∣∣∣
2
, (6)
where fcon and n are the fit parameters for the continuum
process, φ is the relative phase between the continuum
and resonant amplitudes, Γ and Γe+e− are the width and
partial width to e+e−, respectively, BK0SKpi is the BF of
the resonance decays into K0SK
+pi−, and M is the mass
of the resonance. The masses and total widths of ψ(4160)
and Y (4220) are fixed to Refs. [25, 34]. Two solutions
with the same minimum value of χ2 are found with dif-
ferent interference between the two amplitudes. The fit
results are shown in Figs. 5 (b) and (c) (the lineshapes of
the two solutions are identical) and summarized in Table
II. The corresponding significance for ψ(4160) is 2.5σ and
for Y (4220) 2.2σ.
IV. SYSTEMATIC UNCERTAINTIES
Various sources of systematic uncertainties are inves-
tigated for the cross section measurements of e+e− →
K0SK
+pi−, and all of them are summarized in Table III.
The systematic uncertainties associated with track-
ing and PID have been studied using control samples
of J/ψ → pi+pi−pp¯ and J/ψ → K0SK±pi∓ with K0S →
pi+pi− [35], and the kaon and pion tracking and PID effi-
ciencies for data agree with those of MC simulation with-
in 1%, so the total tracking and PID uncertainties are
both determined to be 2% (1.0% per track).
The uncertainty associated with K0S reconstruction is
studied with the processes J/ψ → K∗±K∓ and J/ψ →
φK0SK
±pi∓ [36]. The difference of the reconstruction ef-
ficiency between data and MC simulation is found to be
1.2%, which is taken as the systematic uncertainty.
The systematic uncertainty due to the kinematic fit
is estimated by correcting the track helix parameters of
charged tracks and the corresponding covariance matrix
for the signal MC sample to improve the agreement be-
tween data and MC simulation. The detailed method can
be found in Ref. [37]. The resulting change of the detec-
tion efficiency with respect to the one obtained without
the corrections is taken as the systematic uncertainty.
In the measurement of cross section for e+e− →
K0SK
+pi−, the detection efficiency is estimated with the
weighted PHSP MC samples, where the weights are ob-
tained according to the PWA results. To estimate the
corresponding systematic uncertainty associated with the
signal MC model, we repeat the PWA by 1) changing the
resonance parameters of the intermediate states by one
standard deviation [25] and by 2) excluding the inter-
mediate state with the least significance in the fit. The
alternative PWA results are used to recalculate the de-
tection efficiency, and the resulting differences are taken
as the systematic uncertainties. Assuming the two con-
tributions are uncorrelated, the overall uncertainty asso-
ciated with the signal MC model is the sum of the above
individual values in quadrature. To minimize the effect
of the limited statistics of data, the uncertainty for the
data sample at
√
s = 4.226 GeV, which has the largest
integrated luminosity of all the samples, is used, and the
value, 2.0%, is assigned to all c.m. energy points.
For the systematic uncertainties associated with the
signal yield determinations, we repeat the analysis by
changing the mass interval of Mpi+pi− from 0.03 to
0.04 GeV/c2, and by changing the K0S sideband regions to
8TABLE II. Results of the fits to the Born cross section σB . Shown in the table are the product of the e
+e− partial width
and the BF to the K0SK
+pi− final state Γe+e− × BK0
S
K+pi− , the relative phase between the different amplitudes φ, and the
corresponding significance of ψ(4160) and Y (4220). The uncertainties of the parameters are from the fits.
ψ(4160) Y (4220)
Solution I Solution II Solution I Solution II
Γee ×BK0
S
K+pi− (eV) 2.71±0.13 0.0095±0.0088 2.04±0.19 0.0027±0.0023
φ (rad) -1.60±0.03 1.67±0.44 -1.60±0.02 2.00±0.53
Significance 2.5σ 2.2σ
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FIG. 5. (Color online) Fit to the σB(e
+e− → K0SK+pi−) Born
cross section. The data (red squares) include both statistical
and systematic uncertainties, the solid curves are the projec-
tions from the best fit, and the dashed curves show the fitted
continuum components. The top plot is the result with con-
tinuum process only, the middle one is with continuum and
ψ(4160), and the bottom one is with continuum and Y (4220).
TABLE III. Systematic uncertainties of the measurements of
σ(e+e− → K0SK+pi−).
Source Relative uncertainty (%)
Tracking 2.0
PID 2.0
K0S reconstruction 1.2
Kinematic fit 0.5
Signal model 2.0
Signal yield 1.8
ISR factor 1.0
Integrated luminosity 1.0
BF 0.1
Total 4.4
mpi+pi− ∈ (0.43, 0.45) ∪ (0.55, 0.57) GeV/c2. The largest
change of the signal yields with respect to the nominal
value among all c.m. energy points, 1.8%, is conserva-
tively taken as the systematic uncertainty.
The uncertainty associated with the vacuum polariza-
tion factor [33] is negligible compared with the other un-
certainties. For the ISR correction factors, the iteration
procedure is carried out until the measured Born cross
section converges. The convergence criterion, 1.0%, is
taken as the systematic uncertainty.
The integrated luminosities at each c.m. energy point
are measured using large angle Bhabha scattering events
with an uncertainty of 1.0% [18]. The uncertainty on the
BF of the decay K0S → pi+pi− is from the PDG [25].
Assuming all sources of systematic uncertainties are
uncorrelated, the total systematic uncertainty is obtained
by adding the individual values in quadrature and are
summarized in Table III.
V. SUMMARY
The e+e− → K0SK±pi∓ Born cross sections have been
measured by BESIII at the c.m. energy region from 3.8
to 4.6 GeV, and the results are shown in Fig. 4 and
summarized in Table I. The cross sections agree with
BABAR’s results [16], but with significantly improved
precision. The line shape of the Born cross sections is
consistent with only the continuum process, however a
better fit is obtained by adding an additional resonance.
9The fit to the Born cross sections from this work, with
ψ(4160) (Y (4220)) added, is performed. Only evidence
for the ψ(4160) (Y (4220)) is observed with the corre-
sponding significance 2.5σ (2.2σ). Further study of this
channel with more energy points and larger statistics will
be essential for a deeper understanding of the line shape
and contributions from charmonium and charmonium-
like states.
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